Salt Of The Earth

Special edition of the famous 1954 blacklisted film about the 1950 strike by zinc miners in Silver City, New Mexico, Salt of the Earth explores the complex issues of labor relations, minority rights and the struggle of women to achieve equality in their daily lives. Includes "Hollywood 10" short, Digitally enhanced transfer, chronicle of troubled production and distribution of only American blacklisted film, hundreds of production photos, filmmaker and cast biographies, theatrical trailer, editing and shooting notes, history and hundreds of pictures of the Empire Zinc Strike, history of blacklist in Hollywood, congressional testimony by blacklisted filmmakers. Film Credits: Howard Biberman, Director; Paul Jarrico, Producer; Michael Wilson, writer

Year of Production: 1954  |  Rating: NR  |  Director: Howard Biberman  |  Producers: Paul Jarrico  |  Actors:  Will Geer; David Wolfe; Mervin Williams; David Sarvis; Rosaura Revueltas; E.A. Rockwell; William Rockwell; Juan ChacÃ­n; Henrietta Williams; Ñgela SÃ¡nchez; Clorinda Alderette; Virginia Jencks; Clinton Jencks; Joe T. Morales; Ernesto VelÃ¡zquez; Charles

SKU#: ORG1007  |  Street Date: 03/30/10  |  Box Lot: 30  |  Audio: STEREO
UPC:  891273002125  |  Pre-Book Date: 02/22/10  |  Run Time: 94 min.  |  Genre: Drama
Format: DVD  |  SRP: $24.95  |  # of Discs: 1 disc(s)  |  Label: ORGANA
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